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Annual President's Letter
September 26, 2018
Greetings Melrose Running Club!
Almost a year has flown by since I became the President of MRC, hoping
to maintain the great work and leadership provided by Don Keren, and
all the Presidents who have come before him.
Having been an MRC club member for over 20 years, I hope I’m able to
speak to what makes the MRC the best running club around, and it has
little to do with running. Corny as it is, it is the people, the camaraderie,
and the friendships that endure. While most of the world waits for the
weekend, Tuesday nights hold a special place for us, to get a run in, and
perhaps connect with fellow runners over a beverage. Time flies, and
these moments that force us to pause, reflect, and laugh, are important.

2018 Sunday Long Run
Hopkinton to BC

Tuesday nights represent the core of the Club, though our influence isn’t
just felt on that day. Jim Carson has been coordinating and running
Sunday Long Runs for many of his 20 years in the MRC. How many of us
have run multiple 5K’s to Marathons and everything in between, thanks
to the training sessions? Tom Gorman, Lois Parker Carmona, Audrey
Paradis, Hank Murphy, and others are constants at the water stops,
something that we do not take for granted.

Winter SLR
Water Stop Crew

MRC’s influence is showcased internationally as well with marathons and
half marathons run in Ireland (Mike and Judith Dolan), Liverpool (Amy
Branowicki Giuliano), Iceland (Robert Busby and Courtney Koschei),
Amsterdam (Rob, Courtney, and Michael Urquiola), Hawaii (Andrew
Nagelin), France (Walter Drag), and MANY more!

Track
Coach
Mike
Urquiola

Michael Urquiola coordinates Thursday night track workouts each year
from Spring to Fall, and if you’ve taken part, the grind, and Mike’s
expertise, are invaluable, to improve your speed and mix up your
routine.

Fall SLR
Water Stop Crew

MRC Around The Globe
Scotland-1

AK-5

Netherlands-3
Ireland-1

WA-2

England-3
France-1

Quebec-1
ND-1

VT-32

MN-1

ME-51

NH-152
HI-3

CA-3

UT-2
CO-1
AZ-2

NM-1

IL-4
KS-1
OK-1
TX-4

MO-1
AR-1

TN-1

MS-1

MA-1083

NY-5
PA-2

OH-4

VA-2
NC-1
SC-3

RI-30
CT-1
NJ-3
DC-6
BERMUDA

AL-1

FL-13

Bermuda-1
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Annual President's Letter (cont)
New Initiatives:
When I began my term on the first Tuesday in November, I
initiated a new program, the MRC VIP. The intent is to recognize
a different member every two weeks, some of whom perhaps by
choice like to stay in the shadows. Outside of having to open a
home equity line of credit to pay for the beers (just kidding), it
has been a success. When the outgoing winner announces the
new recipient, they are encouraged to tell us why they have
chosen that member. While it may represent progress in running
time, ability or that they just recently took up running, it can also
speak to the person’s charitable work or efforts in the
community. There are no specific criteria, but it hopefully causes
us to pause and appreciate others in the Club for what they
individually bring to the group, both to MRC and our community
in general. Lois Parker Carmona was the inaugural winner and
who can argue with recognizing someone so selfless and
humble!
Another new addition to my MRC Announcements when posted
after Tuesday is “Name That Runner”. We are more than just
people that run, and the hope is that we gain a glimpse into the
person outside of running, while giving them a moment in the
spotlight. I promise to make them just a bit harder moving
forward!

MRC meets the Mayor

First MRC VIP
Lois Parker Carmona

Melrose Memorial Day Parade

Hank Murphy, Nick Lamberti, and I met with the Mayor of
Melrose, Gail Inferna. We wanted to impress our commitment to
the City, while exploring ways to get more involved in joint
ventures. A number of these came to fruition, and we’ll look to
maintain that bond with the Mayor’s office.
For the first time ever, MRC participated in the Melrose
Memorial Day Parade. Another example of how great this club is
was the last-minute appeal to see if anyone would help carry the
MRC banner - 12 people showed and more than represented…!
First Tuesday Donations are a staple of the Club and help A
Servant’s Heart Pantry. We had Joan Dean of the food pantry,
speak to the Club and express her gratitude for our monthly
generosity, after she, Julie Smith Galvin, and I worked to
prioritize the items most needed at the pantry.

2017 Thanksgiving Day Fun Run

Highlights over the past year:
November: The MRC Thanksgiving baskets helped around 5 or so
families in the area and are another way this club gives of their
money and time. The Thanksgiving Day Run also makes us feel a
tad less guilty when having that second piece of pie later on Bird
Day!
December and January: The Courtney Show! (Lights Run, Solstice
Run, and Holiday Party), and kudos to David Penn who stepped
in big time by attending Mill Cities Relay meetings and keeping
the Club informed while Liz Carmona Tassinari coordinated the
teams .
Brian Slater and Paul Donahue do an outstanding job each year
at the helm for The Assault on Mount Hood. They never know if
it’s going to be snowing, freezing, or beautiful with golfers –
nothing fazes them from overseeing a great race.

Assault on Mt Hood

February and March: The highlight of the Winter Running
Session is the 22 miler from Hopkinton to BC. If you’ve seen Jim’s
spreadsheets and work he does to have it run smoothly, the run
may then seem like a walk in the park.
April: This year we were awarded 3 numbers from the BAA for
the Boston Marathon. The lucky winners were Cynthia
Berger, Tara Murphy Beardsley, and Mary Comerford
O'Connell and, along with other MRC members who either
qualified or ran for charity, represented the MRC quite well in
what amounted to a monsoon!

MRC at Mill Cities Relay
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Nick Lamberti has been a great friend and mentor to me. Most of you
know him as the Leader of the Walk To Run program. In addition to
his role as Co-Membership Coordinator with Lesley Moss (always a
big help on Tuesdays identifying new members), together they put in
a ton of time starting in April to run the MRC Walk To Run program.
Thanks to Derm leading the Saturday morning WTR run, the 2018
WTR group does not take a back seat to any other year. Thank you to
Keith, Camille, Judy, Samantha, Barbara, Lynne, and all the others
who have volunteered and stayed with us to become full time
members. To the WTR’s and all New Members - we are richer with
you as a part of our family!
May: It’s all hands-on deck with the Melrose Run for Women or as
many refer to it, the MRC Mother’s Day Race. Expertly led by Liz
Carmona Tassinari with the help of her many captains: Katie
Sinnott, Alastair James Drummond, and Thuy Dang, they have all
their volunteers carrying out their duties like a well-oiled machine.
This run just celebrated it’s 21st year and supports a great cause, the
Melrose Alliance Against Violence. MAAV is a domestic violence
prevention and education organization in Melrose. Since the races
inception in 1998 the Melrose Running Club has donated well over
$170,000 to MAAV.

2017 Christmas Lights Fun Run

2017 Winter Solstice Run

June: From the Summer Solstice Run in June, to the WTR Graduation
Run and Summer BBQ in July, there’s no summer’s off around here,
and we just put a bow on the summer (calendar wise) with the
EMARC Race and Victorian Fair – thank you to all those volunteers!
Outgoing Board Members
It’s easy to deflect any praise, because, well, it’s appropriate, when
we talk about the MRC Board and all the members who volunteer
throughout the year. It is a group effect and dynamic that makes this
club run, figuratively as well as literally. Outgoing members Courtney
Koschei and Diarmuid Cahill were our Event Coordinators this past
year. All of us who have ever grilled in the backyard probably took a
page from Derm, with his focus and love of his craft. Beyond the
Summer Party, Derm hosted the Chili Cook Off and when Jen Elise
Prescott won, she received a smoked salmon, large enough for a
flatbed truck, to take home.

MRC Holiday Party

What can I say about Courtney? Her enthusiasm and infectious
energy spark the good times. If you’ve sipped a cocktail from her Dad
on the Christmas Lights Run, walked the red carpet at the Holiday
Party, or had a blast with the challenges at the Summer Solstice Run,
Courtney’s influence and handprint were all over it. We hope to have
you two stay involved this coming year, as you both are, pardon the
cliché’, tough acts to follow.
A huge thanks to all the folks on the Board – Jim Carson, Charles
Brinkman, Andy Andrew Nagelin, Nick Lamberti, Liz Carmona
Tassinari, Lesley Moss, Matt Sazama, Mike Sikkema, Lisa Clark
Tysall, Nicola Tysall, and outgoing members, Courtney and Derm.
Noteworthy appreciation to Andy for his work on the 2018 Budget,
Matt (from Clinton, MA!), for photos and board meeting notes, and
the Tysalls for their efforts and enthusiasm. You guys are the best!

Melrose Run For Women Carnation Crew

Thank you to the folks at the Knights of Columbus including Mike
Quigley, our K of C liaison, Mark Hall, and all the bartenders for
keeping us “hydrated”!

MRC Summer Solstice Run
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2018 – 2019 MRC Board of Directors

Annual President's Letter (cont)

President

MRC Bylaws & Renewals
Finally, a major undertaking this year was the updating of the club
Bylaws. Chaired by Nick Lamberti, the Bylaws sub-committee was
composed of Charles Brinkman, Jim Carson, Andy Nagelin, Larry
Donoghue and myself.

Vice President

The Bylaws will soon be posted on the club website and you be asked to
ratify them in the upcoming months. In addition to updating our Bylaws
the sub-committee developed a Code of Conduct, a Photo/Video
Consent & Release Form and reviewed our liability wavier.

Webmaster

Please keep your eyes open for the Membership Renewal Drive email
coming soon to a computer or device near you (probably by the 2nd
week of October with a link to www.SignMeUp.com)!! You’ll be signing
off on the liability waiver, the photo waiver, and the Code of Conduct as
part of the By-Laws update. The ratification vote of the Bylaws is
tentatively set for December of 2018.
In Closing
While we all strive to be better and challenge each other along the way
to push our perceived limits, remember that life is short. Cherish family
and friends. When I graduated high school, I used an anonymous quote
that I think is always apropos. “In the race to better or best, miss not the
joy of being.”
Sincerely,
Dan Slattery
President, Melrose Running Club

Dan Slattery
Charles Brinkman

Secretary

Matt Sazama

Treasurer

Andy Nagelin
Jim Carson

Membership Coordinator

Nick Lamberti
Lesley Moss

Newsletter Editor
PR Coordinator

Julie Gavin
Regina Curran

Apparel Coordinator
Event Director

Lisa Tysall
Kathi Rossi Roh
Denise Gaffey
Carrie Pitzi

Race Director
Melrose Run For Women

Liz Tassinari

Race Director
Assault on Mt Hood

Brian Slater

Treasurer- Road Races

Mike Sikkema

Upcoming Events at the Melrose Running Club
Sunday, December 2, 2018

Saturday, December 8, 2018

Tuesday, December 11, 2018

Melrose Running Club
Boston Marathon
Invitational Number
Lottery

Christmas
Lights
Run

MELROSE
RUNNING CLUB

[Eligibility Requirements Apply]

Deadline: Dec 17, 2018

Winter Solstice Run

Tuesday, December 18, 2018

Sunday Long Run Schedule

Melrose
Knights
Of
Columbus

January
at 7PM

Melrose Running Club
Membership Renewal
Visit MelroseRunningClub.com
for more information

Watch
for
your
Evite

FIRST
TUESDAY
+
+
Melrose Running Club
Annual Meeting
Tuesday, December 18, 2018
Please review the revised MRC Bylaws
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Long Run Wrap Up
By Jim Carson
While 2018 was not a typical Sunday Long Run year, we had plenty of
participation followed by great results at half marathons, marathons, and ultra
marathons. What was not typical was that this year had a lot more people
training for half marathons rather than marathons with us on Sunday Mornings.
As a club MRC had 79 marathons completed by 48 people in 2018, on par with
2017’s 76 marathons run by 46 runners. Halfs were also statistically similar with
a total of 211 run by 86 people, compared with 188 run by 86 people last year.
But Sunday’s shifted to a strong half marathon presence with many runners in
for the short!
A big part of the training season is defined by the weather. The winter/spring
session was greeted with chilly temperatures and snow in the first week, but
January gave us mild temperatures to build up our base miles. February brought
the precipitation, which would last throughout the spring as only 5 of the 15 SLR
Sundays were clear days. A lot of runners chose to run their long runs on other
days to avoid the rain and snow, but as Boston ultimately showed you need to be
prepared to run in anything.
In February we had a few SLR runners head to Hyannis for a half or a marathon.
March brought them up to Hampton Beach and Salisbury, or down to New
Bedford. April came, and so did a lot of rain, as some runners ran the Fools Dual
Half and the Great Bay Half, over a dozen headed to Amesbury for the Earth Rock
Run Half. Also in April a big group ran Boston in outrageous weather conditions
while Courtney and Rob soaked in the sun with Dave Hayes at Big Sur. AJ
traveled in the other direction running the Stirling Scottish Half Marathon in
Stirling, Scotland. May sent some SLRers to Cincinatti for the Flying Pig Marathon
while others ran the Providence Marathon in Rhode Island. The season finished
up as a group headed to Maine for the Sugarloaf Marathon and another headed
to England for 26.2 in Liverpool.
A rest through June was followed up with the next session of the SLR in July. The
year of mild Sunday temperatures continued as morning temperatures stayed in
the 60s with some cool rain through July and August. September brought in
cooler Sundays as the rain stayed away for every Sunday in the month. October
turned cooler, providing great racing weather.
Fall races were very light on the marathons, as SLR runners ran Baystate, Marine
Corps, Loco, Manchester, and New York City... Oh, and Jose ran a few random
marathons as he shoots for 50 in 50 states. For half marathons, the SLR hit
several: Wicked, Yukan-by-the-Sea, Smuttynose, Maine, Clarence DeMar, BAA,
Baystate, Newburyport, Howling Wolf, South Shore, Ocean View, and Seacoast.
All the hills paid off as the group pulled off many good races.
It was a good year of SLRs with good runners, great energy, and terrific races!
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Team Fartleks: DNF
By Courtney Koschei
“On Aug. 3-4, teams of 8 (or 4 ultra-runners) will set up camp, and come
together to conquer a series of three trails that start and end at Ragnar
Village, day and night and day again. Runners will experience trails that’ll
send each runner over the river and through the woods (literally) and on
single-track trails as sweet as maple syrup.”
Well, this sounded perfect! So Team Fartlek was formed: Team captain Gail
Severt, Charles Brinkman, Rob Busby, Jim Carson, Mike Urquiola, Dorota
Bulik, Lois Carmona, and myself. We set up our tents at the base of Mt.
Ascutney, and off we went. Each runner had to run 3 trail loops ranging
from “easy” to “hard”: green, yellow, and red. Seems fair enough.
Until we got rain. Pouring rain.
Psychotic rain, that turned the trails
into mud. And, not normal mud.
Mud that was only comparable to
ice. Slippery, shin-deep mud. And if
you’re Jim running in road shoes,
then pro-tip: Get better shoes. But
guess what? No shoe will help you
when you’re sliding downhill on a
singletrack trail that a couple
hundred other runners already
mangled before you in said shindeep mud, with only your headlamp
to guide you, lighting up the beady
eyes of the field mice ahead.
So around 2am, after seeing a few
ambulance coming in, we decided to
quit. Poor Lois was out on the red
trail (7.2 miles, elevation starting at
800 feet and climbing to 1450 feet,
and then back down.. and did I
mention the mud?). It was taking
people 2+ hours to finish that loop at
this point. So, as Lois came through
the finish (smiling. How the heck was
she smiling?) there we were. Buzzed
already (obviously once the decision
to DNF was made we started
drinking. #Obvi) cheering “Go Lois
goooo! Oh, and we quit!!!”
So what started as a pretty terrible
experience, turned into the best
party anyone has ever been to. Jim
missed it because after falling more
than he ran, he passed out in a
puddle somewhere, but the rest of
us had the best 2am party anyone
has ever attended. Team Crossfit
next to us couldn’t have enjoyed our
loud laughter (Crossfitters never
quit), but surprisingly no one said a
word to us. They were probably
scared of us/scared of Gail farting on
them. But there we were. Sitting in
that mud I may have mentioned,
with beer, tequila, and gummy
worms. Partying until the sun came
up.
Turns out, pro tip: with great people
you truly can make anything fun.
And no we won’t sign up next year.

Happy …

… To Muddy

… To Miserable

… To Party

Catching Up With
2018’s Walk To Runners
By Dan Slattery

Camille Heidebrecht
What made you join the
Walk to Run Program?
Several years back, a few of my Facebook friends had posted that
they completed the Walk to Run Program and started to post race
photos on their pages. With more interest, I collected information
from The Victorian Fair. So, when I heard it was starting the
following spring, I reached out to some of my friends who
unfortunately would not commit to a weekly regimen, so I never
signed up. Then this past May, my friend Judy Ackerman
approached me about it. And I immediately replied, “YES, I’ve
wanted to do this for years!” I also have two neighbors, Molly
McGunigle and Bob Albers—both longtime members of MRC—who
actively promoted the club and motivated me to join. For the last
decade, at least one of them has run by my house at least once a
day!
What did you like most about the program?
Right off the bat, I have to say that Nick and Lesley are fantastic.
The program is well organized, includes specific weekly goals, and
has so much beneficial information that leads to personal success.
It’s inspiring on so many levels. Plus, you are welcomed from the
get-go, encouraged to come back, and held accountable not to miss
a week in your training. We are all still waiting for Nick to jump out
of a bush at the three-mile mark to push us to four. Ahem.
What do you enjoy about MRC? What has made you stay with the
Club?
Another reason I joined MRC was simply to meet new people—for
the social aspects. I’ve instantly made a group of running friends of
all ages that have added dimension to my life in such a small
amount of time. Not only do we meet on Tuesday nights and have a
quick beer, but we also meet Saturday mornings at the Y and then
grab coffee. We’ve signed up for numerous races together so far,
too. That is definitely one of the biggest reasons why I enjoy—and
have stayed in—the club. Athletically, I’ve always been fairly
competitive, so I like the challenge of trying to increase my
endurance, speed, distance and time that is fostered from running
weekly with the group.
What exercise did you do before?
How has your health been impacted?
I would by no means call myself a gym rat; however, I tried to hit
the fitness center at work at least three times per week, mostly
jumping on the Stairmaster and lifting some weights before MRC.
But pushing yourself alone versus pushing yourself among a group
of active peers doing the same thing on the same schedule pales in
comparison. Some immediate impacts, like most, include: increased
stamina, definition, weight loss—and of course, it’s also true,
running truly clears my head and boosts my mood.
Tell us a little about yourself? What doesn't MRC know about you?
I’m originally from Pennsylvania and grew up in the Tri-state area. I
have 3 kids (17, 15, and 11), a twin brother, and a tortoise named
Tina that continues to be a social conversation starter at first
mention. I also went to Penn State, so I am a huge college football
fan; I never miss the Nittany Lions play.
On a professional note, I’m a Copywriter and Editor in the
marketing department at Shire Pharmaceuticals. They are long
known for ADHD medications and for tackling life-threatening rare
diseases. I go to work every day thankful for my family’s good
health—which also strengthens my new found love for running,
because I have the opportunity to physically do it when many can’t.
I’m also a freelance writer and parenting blogger.
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Making Marathons into RUN'cations
By Julie Smith-Galvin
In October 2017, running buddies Regina Curran and Julie SmithGalvin teamed up with running duo Thuy Dang and Mary O'Connell
for a weekend in Chicago, full of sightseeing - 26.2 miles of
sightseeing! Whereas most people go to world-class cities to eat,
drink and explore, these four run first and tourist later. "We never
thought all four of us would get into the Chicago lottery, but we
did," said Thuy. From there, they just started planning, and it was a
team effort. Julie booked the hotels, Regina booked the airplanes,
and each figured out where the best pizza place was. The race was
hot and slow, but "we did it," said Regina, noting that it was her and
Julie's first marathon.
When the New York City Marathon lottery opened for the 2018
race, all four again entered, hopeful to have a repeat "run'cation" in
NYC. This time only half were lottery lucky, with Regina and Thuy
getting numbers.
However, Julie and Mary were not
dissuaded. There was no way they were leaving their running twins
to face the Burroughs of New York alone. Each decided to run for a
charity important to them. Mary joined the Think Pink Rocks
team whose mission it is to raise awareness about early detection
of and genetic testing for breast cancer and to provide funding for
screening, treatment and research. As a survivor of breast cancer,
Mary ran every mile for those impacted by the disease. Julie joined
Team Joslin to raise money for diabetes research. Julie's husband
and 15 year old daughter both have Type 1 Diabetes, and Julie
believes in Joslin's groundbreaking work to find a cure. So this time,
in addition to training for the marathon, the foursome joined forces
to fundraise for Joslin Diabetes Clinic and Think Pink
Rocks. Together Julie and Mary raised over $6000.
With training done (thank you Jim Carson and SLR!) and the
numbers secured, all that was left was to run the race. The group
flew down together on Saturday morning, settled into their Times
Square hotel and headed straight for the Expo where they took
pictures with the "Statue of Liberty" and bought last minute
supplies. Instead of fighting the masses at the big marathon dinner,
they attended Team Joslin's dinner held high over the city at the
Times Square Hilton. Then it was early to bed to get plenty of sleep
- even with the "fall back" time change, there was no Big Apple
night out! Race day Sunday was perfect weather - fifties, sunny and
clear. They made their way to the starting line via the subway,
Staten Island Ferry and bus, surprisingly it was remarkably easy. By
11 they were lined up and ready to go. For the next 26.2 miles, the
four ran the streets of Staten Island, Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx
and Manhattan buoyed by enthusiastic crowds (including Thuy's
daughters!) and regular water stops and refueling stations. "It
wasn't easy, but it was fun," said Mary. The perfect conditions and
training paid off with Regina, Mary and Julie all achieving personal
bests by significant margins. After a PR performance in Providence
earlier in the year, Thuy’s goal was to enjoy every mile of NYC,
which she did! They celebrated their achievement at an Irish pub
next to their hotel (it was as far as they were willing to walk)!

Catching Up With
2018’s Walk To Runners
By Dan Slattery

Barbara Graczyk
What made you join the
Walk To Run Program?
I joined the Walk to Run program because it seemed
like a great way to gradually increase my ability to run.
I’ve always had a secret wish to be a runner but had
been discouraged by failed attempts in the past due
to family responsibilities, lack of a plan and a knee
injury when I was younger. I coincidentally had
started a “Three Months to Your First 5K” program on
my own in March but then saw an ad for the Walk to
Run program starting in April, so it was a perfect fit.
What did you like most about the program?
The program was a perfect mix of achievable small
steps, camaraderie, and encouragement.
What do you enjoy about MRC?
The club is made up of a great group of people who
motivate each other to stay fit with regular runs and
also socialize at the Knights every Tuesday night.
How has your running or health been impacted?
I’ve been amazed that I’ve been able to progress from
hardly able to run ¼ mile in March to being able to run
over 4 miles without stopping now. I’ve lost weight,
improved my cholesterol, and have had more stamina
for other activities such as hiking.
What has made you stay with the Club?
The support and encouragement of the other club
members make the club special. The feeling of
progress and accomplishment are addictive too!
What exercise did you do before?
In the past I did aerobic dancing for many years but
had to stop because of the twisting motions of the
knee, which aggravated my old injury. Running has
not caused that problem. I’ve also taken yoga and
weight training classes in the past. I continue to take
yoga classes to maintain flexibility.
Tell us a little about yourself. What doesn’t MRC
know about you?
I am originally from Cambridge but have lived in
Stoneham for the past 20 years. I am single, with
three children in their 20s, two daughters and a son. I
work as an RN at Brigham and Women’s Hospital.

With Chicago and NYC complete, the foursome is now
planning their next run'cation. Options include Dublin,
Berlin or London. Any suggestions?

WTR 2018 Alum at the Jail Day 5K
[Back L-R] Rita Olenio - Keith Lordan - Samantha Bookman
- Barbara Graczyk - Judy Ackerman
[Front L-R] Camille Heidebrecht -Laurie Mistretta
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Boston Monsoonathon 2018
What our Boston finishers had to say…
“I have become, un-comfortably numb!”
“Marathon Monday was a lesson
in appreciating the absurdity of a
situation, always feeling blessed
to be able to run”

Mike
Sikkema
Tara
Beardsley
Murphy

“Boston 2018 was an experience
that proved to me that I am
stronger than I think.”

Judi
Chiavetta

“I would take snow or heat any day but proud to
have finished the wettest, windiest Boston ever.”

"It was cold wet and miserable, but I loved every moment."

Andy
Nagelin

Molly
Morris
McGunigle

“Running Boston encapsulated everything good in my life,
the towns that I lived, the club that gave me friends and
support, and my family who believed in me”
“I survived the Boston Marathon
hurricane, category 26.2”
“Boston 2018:
I came, I swam, I PR’d.”
“Seeing the smiling friendly
MRC faces on Heartbreak Hill
and Meaghan at the finish line
was amazing!”

Jose
Vivieros
Roy
Van Buren

Jackie
Ecker

Cynthia
Berger
Thuy
Dang

“Grateful for the opportunity to raise $8,000 for ‘A
Leg Forever’, to train for my first full with MRC, to
fulfill a dream of running the Boston Marathon
and to come in under regulation time in the worst
conditions in 30 years!”

“This year's Boston Marathon was cold, wet and really
tough but I have a medal and all the bragging rights to
say I survived the 2018 Boston Monsoonathon”

Allison
Bennett
Cunningham

“It was the best of days;
it was the worst of days”

Mike
Hartin

“I’ve never run a marathon in a
Tsunami while having less than
7 weeks to prepare while
raising funds for my annual
charity, FamilyAid Boston.”

Mary
O’Connell
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Long Road Back
By Jim Carson
If you haven’t been injured yet, you will be. Every runner goes through a
stretch where something breaks down in their body. The severity of
your injury will vary, and its impact on your physical and mental
wellbeing will also vary. Over the past six years I’ve been on a long road
back from a pretty significant injury and I wanted to share my
experiences with the expectation that it might give hope to others that
are dealing with injuries.
My long road back can be captured with those three words in reverse.
Let’s start with “BACK”. After many marathons my performance began
declining and the later miles saw my form break down, leading to strain
on my lower back. After the Honolulu Marathon in 2011 I decided to
take a season off from long running and recover. That March, a few days
after a strenuous day of lifting crates of water for the Hopkinton to
Boston College run, I set out on a Tuesday Night Club Run with Lois. We
started out from Marathon Sports for the final Winter Route run of the
year. We made it as far as Papa Gino’s before I felt an intense sensation
travel from my lower back down to my left foot. It tingled, like I had hit
my funny bone but down my leg. After skipping along with no feeling in
my foot for a bit everything went back to normal and I continued to run
the 6 mile route. What had happened was a disc in my lower back had
ruptured and the fluid within the nucleus of the disc had squirted out
onto my sciatic nerve.

My initial goal was to run a 10k by the end of the year but I kept
lengthening my runs. One SLR Lois, Jen Elise, and Yvonne convinced me
to join the SLR around Lake Q, and when that section went well I
continued on to tackle Breakheart. I didn’t finish that run, walking the
last quarter mile of a 9 mile run, but my back felt fine. The following
weeks, after the SLR finished in the morning, I laced up and ran long on
my own, 10 miles at first, then 12. I returned for the last two Sunday
Long Runs as a runner, completing the 15 mile route up to Swains Pond
and out to Farm Street. Many of the regulars were surprised to see me
out running with them. The water stop volunteers were very supportive
as the unusual site of me running up to them unfolded. The run felt
great, and the next week I ran 12+ with Joe Terranova, who has a more
impressive return to running story than I do, but would echo my
thoughts on how the club was a key contributor to pulling us back up
and out on to the roads. With that run done I solidified my decision to
run a secret half marathon.
I would have liked to run the same race as Lois, one of the constant
voices of support through my ups and downs through the years. Or Jessi
who’s spirit is always uplifting. Or Matt who impresses with the racing
he does. Or Courtney and Rob who convinced me to run more miles but
less intense miles. Or Charles and Joe that demonstrate no matter how
often you get knocked down you can get back up again. Or Megin who is
bursting with excitement for running for the first time. In the end I ran
the same race as Jen Elise as she ran her birthday race, and who had
become a good friend in the past year, and Katie, who’s pushing through
her own troubles with an injured foot and some fork lift incident. It was
a cool windy day in Newburyport when I started my first half marathon
in 8 years. It would be my first race over 5 miles in the last 6 years. I
started out at my goal pace and then had the best day running since I
ran Hartford in 2008. My pace kept creeping faster and by body kept
responding strongly. I ran my second fastest half, averaging an 8:03
pace. As I finished I thought “I’m back!” and then I thought “I’m going to
puke!”… so not a perfect race.

Thus started my “ROAD” to recovery. For two years I was told by
doctors to wait it out, my body should reabsorb the material on my
nerve and that the disc was likely to heal itself. I had cortisone injections
and went to a chiropractor, but neither relieved my pain. The disc did
eventually heal but the hardened disc material continued to pinch my
sciatic nerve and every time I stood my foot fell asleep. I walked with a
limp and couldn’t run. Considering myself a runner this weighed on me
greatly.
This story may seem specific to
Ultimately I opted for surgery, a discectomy, where a portion of a me, but it’s just my chapter in
vertebrae was removed and my sciatic nerve was scraped clean of disc what this club is. Sure it’s a group
jelly. Within 6 weeks I was running again. Within 8 weeks I was back on of people that will run with you
the shelf with scar tissue impinging on the sciatic nerve causing intense when things are going well, but its
also a family that will give subtly
pain.
give you the support you need to
Scar tissue would come and go over the next several years, causing a get through difficult times.
cycle of failed attempts at a return to running. Each would lower my Without them I would have given
spirits more and more, the thought of maybe not running became real.
up on being a runner, with them
you find the will to come back
The key to keeping my will to return to running was my connection with from anything. Thanks Melrose
the running club. I admit it was quite frustrating to see you all out there Running Club.
doing your long runs. But every Sunday I would return because whether
you had a smile or a grimace, were loving it or hating it, I wanted to be
reminded of your passion, your willpower, your desire to succeed. Every
Tuesday I would make way upstairs to the Knights, not because I love
the taste of Bud Light, but because of the energy and camaraderie that
exists there. I listened to the stories of your runs, of your races, of your
plans with your friends out on the road and that kept that fire burning in
me.
My New Years resolution for 2018 was to make running part of my life
again. It started off with regular Tuesday Night Club Runs with Lois and
Jen Elise, these two kept my spirits up as we each battled through aches
and pains together. It grew to a few personal challenges before the year
was half way over: a 5K at an 8 minute pace and a mile in less than 7
minutes. As the year progressed I added trail runs with some MRC
friends and weekly workouts at the MRC track nights with Mike. Plans
with these running friends kept my momentum going. While I sputtered
into the fall with a few little nagging injuries, I was running 6 days a
week! As October came near it was time for the “LONG”.

MRC at the Howling Wolf Half Marathon

Send your story to JulieGalvin@MelroseRunningClub.com for the next newsletter
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